Gmos 04 wiring harness
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I was slightly wary of the
unit based on some of the reviews, but it worked quite fine for me. As indicated elsewhere, just
read the directions carefully as you're connecting it to your aftermarket radio harness. I find that
labeling the connectors with a Sharpie and going through the motions first are beneficial before
you start soldering. It all seemed to work quite fine and it seemed sturdy enough. And I did a lot
of plugging and unplugging. It's not designed to survive airplane crashes - so set your
expectations correctly, that's all. One brown wire is the mute for incoming calls. That worked
just fine for me. The other brown wire you tap to ground to set the volume of OnStar yes, that
part is a little cheesy. I imagine if you mistakenly connected that permanently, you might not get
sound. Anyway, it worked well enough for me, just follow the directions - the color coding will
most likely match perfectly with your radio harness, and do the harness as a separate part of
the install. Don't sit in your car and do it. Get comfy, have a drink, and a quality soldering
station, and you'll have a much better experience. Crimp connectors - feh! I installed a new JVC

head unit and needed a way to maintain all warning chimes as well as my OnStar capabilities. I
chose this product because it is made by Metra who is one of the major manufacturers in the
aftermarket stereo installation market, it is also in my opinion the best choice for the money.
Metra's technical support was also very helpful in clarifying one rather vague portion of the
instructions otherwise they where very easy to follow. I was able to follow the color coded
wiring diagram and make the needed connections to complete the full installation. This harness
is need in order to maintain the warning chimes; RE: door open, key in ignition, lights on and
such as the sound comes through the driver's side door speaker. It also maintains the delayed
power off option when the key is turned off before the door is opened as well as the OnStar
feature. This harness also allows for the addition of other Metra modules available like Steering
wheel controls, Nav, and Bluetooth for other features in GM vehicles. Just make sure to pay
attention to which radio system your vehicle has as there is about four different systems that
require different harnesses, or when in doubt just call Metra and they will assist you in your
choice. I purchased this adapter to install an aftermarket radio into my GMC Envoy. It was very
easy to install and works as described. The "chime" that it replaces the factory chime with is a
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and the chimes are lost if you remove the factory radio without using the GMOS adapter. I
received a faulty unit the first time around and had to wait for a couple of days to get a new one.
If your chimes don't work the unit's default volume is loud enough or if the radio stays on after
you open your door, then it's a bad unit. OH, and don't forget to buy an antenna adapter as well
if you're installing into a newer GM! They use a mini antenna connection that you have to
convert into the larger type that aftermarket radios use. Amazon sells the adapter for about ten
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reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Did all the wiring etc. Then took it
out to vehicle and didn't work. Took it to a stereo shop and found out the box was a dud. In the
return process. Hope it works for others. Report abuse. Ne fonctione pas dutout sur chevrolet
avalanche les fil ne sont pas au bonne place dans le conecteur et ne semble pas compatible
avec onstar et ni les controle du volant pour la radio tres mauvais produit. Report abuse
Translate review to English. I received it quickly, but the Future Shop installer said the ground
wire for it wasn't working. As I said, they sell them so he's familiar with these so after running a
new wire to my e-brake he got it to work. I'm wondering now if these units are "seconds" or if I
just got unlucky. Excellent , works great and quick shipping , plus fast service on replacement.
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